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ABSTRACT

The study examines the development and performance of extended flute techniques since Berio’s _Sequenza_ of 1958 to 2001. The project considers the unprecedented expansion of flute techniques since the _Sequenza_ and the profound impact this has had on performance practice in new music composed for the flute. It addresses a number of critical issues faced by flutists in the absence of a standardised pedagogy and inconsistency of notation, and explores the role of the performer as a contributor in the performance of new music. The submission takes the form of four compact disc recordings of repertoire chosen from a wide timeframe, beginning with Claude Debussy’s _Prélude à l'après-midi d’un faune_ of 1894 and moving through to Daniel Börtz’s _Tinted Paintings_ in 2001. The repertoire was selected in order to highlight and explore problems encountered when performing extended techniques, and to demonstrate the ways in which various extended techniques are used by composers. In so doing the study brings into focus important issues of modern flute performance practice, and suggests possible strategies for addressing various technical and interpretative challenges.
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